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PISCES: Optimizing Multi-Job Application
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Abstract—Nowadays, many MapReduce applications consist of groups of jobs with dependencies among each other, such as iterative
machine learning applications and large database queries. Unfortunately, the MapReduce framework is not optimized for these multijob applications. It does not explore the execution overlapping opportunities among jobs and can only schedule jobs independently.
These issues significantly inflate the application execution time. This paper presents Pipeline Improvement Support with Critical chain
Estimation Scheduling (PISCES), a critical chain optimization (a critical chain refers to a series of jobs which will make the application
run longer if any one of them is delayed), to provide better support for multi-job applications. PISCES extends the existing MapReduce
framework to allow scheduling for multiple jobs with dependencies by dynamically building up a job dependency DAG for current
running jobs according to their input and output directories. Then using the dependency DAG, it provides an innovative mechanism to
facilitate the data pipelining between the output phase (map phase in the Map-Only job or reduce phase in the Map-Reduce job) of an
upstream job and the map phase of a downstream job. This offers a new execution overlapping between dependent jobs in
MapReduce which effectively reduces the application runtime. Moreover, PISCES proposes a novel critical chain job scheduling model
based on the accurate critical chain estimation. Experiments show that PISCES can increase the degree of system parallelism by up to
68 percent and improve the execution speed of applications by up to 52 percent.
Index Terms—MapReduce, job dependency, group scheduling, pipeline
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INTRODUCTION

W

are experiencing an age of big data. Internet applications such as search engines, social networks and
mobile applications bring us not only high quality of service
but also challenges of efficient large-scale data processing.
MapReduce[1], a popular distributed parallel computing
framework with efficiency, convenience and fault tolerance,
has already been widely used in web indexing, log analysis,
data warehousing, data mining, scientific computing, and
other widespread applications.
Many of these applications in MapReduce are written as
groups of jobs with dependencies among each other. Two
common types of multi-job applications are iterative machine
learning applications and large database queries. Iterative
machine learning applications, such as the PageRank algorithm [2], break their computation into multiple iterations with
each iteration being run as a MapReduce job. This generates a
series of separated jobs which are executed one after another.
Large database queries, like Pig or Hive scripts, are translated
into a DAG in which each node represents a MapReduce job.
Despite the popularity of these multi-job applications, the
existing MapReduce system is not optimized for them. First of
all, it does not explore the execution overlapping opportunities
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between dependent jobs. It requires the jobs to have their
input data ready before submission, which requires a job to
wait for the completion of all its dependent jobs and creates a
synchronization barrier between dependent jobs. MapReduce
Online [3] and HPMR [4] provide execution overlapping
between the map and the reduce stages of a job. MapReduce
itself provides execution overlapping between independent
jobs. However, none of previous work focuses on how to
break the synchronization barrier between dependent jobs.
In addition, MapReduce can only schedule jobs independently. MapReduce itself does not maintain any dependency
information among jobs. Although there has already been a
great deal of work providing high quality job schedulers [5],
[6], [7], [8], they only focus on how to schedule collections of
independent jobs. Therefore, users need to arrange the submissions of the dependent jobs in the right order themselves
and submit them one by one. There are also several pieces of
software which provide job dependency analysis and scheduling at a higher level, such as Pig [9] for Apache Hadoop
[10], Scope [11] for Microsoft Dryad [12], Tenzing [13] for Google MapReduce [1], Hive [14] and RoPE [15]. However, they
only focus on how to translate a query to a good job dependency DAG and simply schedule jobs according to the dependency constraints. They cannot make effective job scheduling
decisions since they lack some important information in MapReduce, such as the input data size, output data size and execution time of each task, the number of free slots in the
system, and the performance of each worker, etc. Moreover,
since these higher level softwares are independent of each
other, they have to implement their own job scheduling strategy and cannot support job scheduling across different
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scheduling for those multi-job applications remain to be tough
challenges for us. In this paper, we present a new critical chain
optimization in MapReduce called Pipeline Improvement
Support with Critical chain Estimation Scheduling (PISCES)
to address these challenges. To the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to propose this optimization. Compared to the
previous work, we make the following contributions:


Fig. 1. The impact of job scheduling.

softwares. The closest previous work is FlowFlex [16] which
provides a theoretical malleable scheduling for flows of MapReduce jobs. However, the fixed amount of work unit for each
job in its model is hard to measure in the real computing environment. Moreover, it is hard to add the new overlapping feature of dependent jobs into its theoretical scheduling model.
We notice that an efficient job scheduling policy can have
a significant impact on the execution time of multi-job applications. This is illustrated in a simplified example in Fig. 1
for a system with four jobs. The number of map tasks, reduce
tasks and their required execution times are as shown in the
figure. We can model the dependencies among the jobs as a
DAG. Suppose the MapReduce cluster is deployed in a
group of 50 workers and each worker is configured with two
slots (minimal resource unit required by a task). If job 1 is
executed first, it will occupy the entire cluster and all four
jobs end up executing one after another (the first schedule in
Fig. 1). It will take 110 seconds to finish the group of jobs. On
the contrary, if job 2 is scheduled first, it takes up only half of
slots. The remaining slots can be used to execute part of job 1
in parallel (the middle schedule in Fig. 1). In this case, the
group of jobs can be finished in 80 seconds, a 37.5 percent
improvement. If we further allow data pipelining between
the output phase of an upstream job and the map phase of a
downstream job and assume that the map phase of the
downstream job can be finished soon after the completion of
the output phase of the upstream job (the last schedule in
Fig. 1), the group of jobs can be finished even earlier in about
60 seconds, a further 33.3 percent improvement.
It turns out that maximizing the possible execution overlapping among dependent jobs and giving a better job

We extend the existing MapReduce framework to
allow scheduling for multiple jobs with dependencies among each other by building up a dynamic job
dependency DAG for current running jobs.
 We creatively parallelize the output phase (map
phase in the Map-Only job or reduce phase in the
Map-Reduce job) of an upstream job and the map
phase of a downstream job to offer a new execution
overlapping between dependent jobs which effectively reduces the application runtime.
 We accurately predict the execution time for each job
by using a new locally weighted linear regression
(LWLR) model [17] based on the job execution histories. The prediction precision will reach above 80 percent in general.
 We build a novel “overlapping” critical chain job
scheduling model based on the accurate critical
chain estimation which further improve the performance of the system.
Experiment results show that our PISCES system can
increase the degree of parallelism by up to 68 percent and
run applications up to 52 percent faster.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a background on MapReduce, and its data pipelining and job scheduling support. Section 3 describes the
implementation of our PISCES system, the innovative pipeline optimization and the novel critical chain job scheduling
algorithm. Section 4 presents a performance evaluation.
Related work is described in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.

2

BACKGROUND

2.1 MapReduce Overview
A typical MapReduce cluster consists of one master node
and several worker nodes. The master node is responsible
for receiving jobs, scheduling tasks, and managing all the
worker nodes. A worker node executes the map and the
reduce tasks issued by the master. A specific job execution
procedure is as follows:







A user uploads input data into a distributed file system (e.g., GFS [18]), and submits a job to the MapReduce framework.
The MapReduce client divides the input data into
multiple splits (each split is 64 MB by default), generates the split info (including the storage location, the
start position and the real size of each split), and submits the job and split info to the master.
The master generates multiple map tasks according
to the split info (one map task for each split), and
then schedules them to different worker nodes for
parallel processing.
Each map task converts input (k1 ; v1 ) pairs into intermediate (k2 ; v2 ) pairs according to the user defined
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TABLE 1
Example of a Pig Script
T1 =
T2 =
T3 =
T4 =
T5 =
T6 =

LOAD “visits.txt” AS (user, url, date);
LOAD “pages.txt” AS (url, pagerank);
FILTER T1 BY date = “2013/07/20”;
FILTER T2 BY pagerank > ¼ 0.5;
JOIN T3 BY url, T4 BY url;
GROUP T5 BY user;

map and combine functions, partitions them into multiple parts by their keys according to a user defined
partitioner, and stores them onto a local disk.
 When the percentage of finished map tasks reaches a
certain threshold, the master begins to issue reduce
tasks.
 Each reduce task copies its input parts from each map
task, sorts them into a single stream according to their
keys by a multi-way merge after all map tasks complete, transforms the intermediate result into the final
(k3 ; v3 ) pairs according to the user defined reduce
function, and finally outputs them into the user specified directory in the distributed file system.
In the steps above, the master does not make job execution
plans. It simply arranges jobs in queues according to the order
of their submissions. It is the responsibility of the user to submit the jobs in the right order. There are several prior
approaches focused on extending the MapReduce framework
to support complex queries. They support easy-to-use query
languages (e.g., SQL-like language) to simplify the programming of MapReduce. Complex queries written in the SQL language are analyzed and decomposed automatically to
generate a job execution plan for MapReduce. Table 1 gives an
example of a Pig script which consists of multiple Pig queries.
The job execution plan made by Pig is shown in Fig. 2. From
the figure, we can see that Pig divides these queries into four
MapReduce jobs that have dependencies with each other.
Moreover, jobs running in the MapReduce framework
must have their input data ready before the submission.
This is because the MapReduce client will divide their input
data into splits as soon as they are submitted in order to
determine the number of map tasks needed before the jobs
start running. Therefore, jobs whose input are not ready
must wait until all of their dependent jobs complete.

2.2 Challenges for Multi-Job Applications
As introduced before, there are two challenges left for us:
i) How to maximize the possible execution overlapping
among dependent jobs, ii) How to provide better job scheduling for multi-job applications.
For the first challenge, the most difficult problem is that
the downstream job needs to consume the output data of all
its upstream jobs. Therefore, we cannot run the downstream
job before all of its input data are produced. MapReduce
Online [3] and HPMR [4] provide intermediate data pipeline support between the map and the reduce stages within
a job, which creatively breaks the synchronization barrier
between the map and the reduce stages of a job. Can we
take this idea to the dependent jobs? Before we answer this
question, we need to face the following challenges: i) Where
are the output data of a job before its completion? ii) How
to decide which jobs these data should be pipelined to?

Fig. 2. Example of the Pig execution plan.

iii) How to make the downstream job run with dynamically
growing input data? iv) How to ensure the execution
correctness of the downstream job? v) How to provide fault
tolerance for this pipeline mechanism?
For the second challenge, the difficulties are: i) How to
build up a dynamic job dependency DAG for the current running jobs? ii) How to accurately predict the execution time for
each task within a job so that we can find the critical chain correctly? iii) How to create a critical chain job scheduling model
so that we can take advantage of the innovative job pipeline
mechanism and finish the query as quickly as possible?
In the following, we show how PISCES can solve these
challenges nicely.

3

THE PISCES SYSTEM

In this section, we present a new system called PISCES, a critical chain optimization, to address the challenges for multi-job
applications. PISCES provides an innovative job pipeline
mechanism and a new job scheduling strategy for data-intensive jobs that have dependency with each other. In the rest of
this section, we will introduce PISCES system in detail.

3.1 System Overview
The MapReduce framework in which we choose to implement PISCES is the latest stable Hadoop-2.7.1 version. We
improved the current Hadoop design to provide complex
job workflow scheduling for the multi-job applications. We
labeled the jobs of an application with the same workflow
ID, submitted them concurrently and dispatched them to
the same application master for scheduling. In the application master, we extended the architecture by adding following three new modules (shown in Fig. 3):




Dependency Analyzer: analyze the dependency
among a group of jobs according to their input and
output directories.
Job Time Estimator: estimate the execution time for
each job according to the job configuration and the
job execution history.
Job Scheduler: make scheduling decisions for the
submitted jobs according to their dependency DAG
and estimated job execution time.
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Fig. 3. System architecture.

3.2 Dependency Management and Data Pipelining
3.2.1 Dependency Management
Traditional job dependency analysis in higher level software like Pig [9], Scope [11] and Tenzing [13] usually contains the following two steps: i) translate a query into an
internal parse tree, ii) convert the tree to a physical execution plan by traversing the tree in a bottom-up fashion. In
PISCES, this procedure is much easier: i) A user submits a
group of jobs with the same workflow ID in a parallel
mode, ii) PISCES dispatches these jobs to the same application master, iii) PISCES builds up a dynamic job dependency DAG according to their input and output directories
and maintains a schedulable job list which contains all the
jobs whose whole input data are ready (the leaf jobs in the
job dependency DAG) in the application master. Each time
new jobs arrive or current running jobs complete, the
dependency analyzer will update the job dependency DAG.
Note that there is a special case that we should also take
into consideration when building the job dependency DAG:
the user code directly accesses the HDFS through the
DFSClient during the job execution. For example, in the
KMeans clustering application, the input data for map tasks
are the whole points set. However, each map task in each
iteration should also read the whole cluster centers generated by the previous iteration to decide the current nearest
cluster to which each point belongs. Therefore, the files storing the cluster centers cannot simply be added as the input
of the MapReduce job. Instead, it should be read from the
HDFS directly by each map task. In this case, there also exists
a job dependency relationship between the previous iteration job and the current iteration job, although they do not
have an input-output dependency. Therefore, we should
also add a dependency edge between these two jobs. This
can be done easily by comparing all the HDFS read paths of
one job with the output paths of the other jobs. We call this
kind of job dependency relationship “hard dependency”.
3.2.2 Data Pipelining Among Jobs
In the current MapReduce framework, there exists a synchronization barrier between the upstream and the
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downstream jobs. This is because MapReduce itself does not
maintain the job dependency DAG and cannot decide the
downstream jobs to which a data block from an upstream job
should be pipelined. Consequently, a job cannot be issued
until all of its input data are ready, which means that a job
needs to wait for the completion of all its dependent jobs.
Inspired by the intermediate data pipeline mechanism
between the map and the reduce stages within a job
provided by MapReduce Online [3] and HPMR [4], we
wondered whether we could provide the same pipeline
mechanism between dependent jobs. Since a map task in
the downstream job only needs to deal with a continuous
data block with a fixed size and all the map tasks within a
job are independent with each other, the corresponding
map task can be issued as soon as its input data block is produced by the upstream job. Therefore, it seems feasible in
theory to provide the data pipeline mechanism between
dependent jobs. But we first need to answer the five questions proposed in the Section 2.2.
i) Where are the Output Data of a Job Before Its Completion?
We notice that in Apache Hadoop [10], in order to support the roll back of failed jobs and tasks, the output of a
reduce task is first written to a temporary directory in
HDFS. It will be moved to the real destination directory
when the task completes successfully. Moreover, as soon as
a data block (default is 64 MB in Hadoop) is produced by a
reduce task, it will be flushed to the HDFS. Therefore, we
can read a data block from the temporary output file of a
reduce task as soon as it is produced.
ii) How can we Decide the Jobs to Which These Data Should be
Pipelined?
Since we have maintained a dynamic job dependency
DAG for all the submitted jobs by using our dependency
analyzer, we can simply pipeline a data block from the
upstream job to all its downstream jobs according to the
dependency relationships in the DAG (excluding the “hard
dependencies”).
iii) How to Make the Downstream Job Run with Dynamically
Growing Input Data?
This is the most important question in the pipeline mechanism. We modify the Hadoop framework to allow a job to
generate new map tasks dynamically during its execution
as follows:




For those submitted jobs which are not in the schedulable job list, we initialize the number of maps that
each reduce task need to wait for to the maximum
integer value so that we can limit all the reduce tasks
to the shuffle phase. The purpose of this step is to
ensure the correctness because the input data of
these jobs has not been produced yet. It will not
introduce performance penalty.
When PISCES detects that a data block from an
upstream job has been generated, it will notify all of
its downstream jobs (excluding the “hard dependent” downstream jobs) to create a new map task. The
notification includes the file name to read, the start
offset of this block and the end offset of this block.
Instead of only obtaining split information from the
MapReduce client, PISCES can add extra split information dynamically during a job’s lifetime.
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Fig. 4. Pipeline between an upstream job and a downstream job.



In the dependency analyzer module, instead of waiting for all of its upstream jobs to complete, we add a
job to the schedulable job list as soon as all of its
upstream jobs enter the output phase (map phase in
the Map-Only job or reduce phase in the MapReduce job) and have generated a certain amount of
data (at least a data block). Note that if a job has
“hard dependent” upstream jobs, we can only add it
to the schedulable job list after all of its “hard
dependent” upstream jobs complete and all of its
other upstream jobs enter the output phase.
 After the completion of all its upstream jobs, PISCES
notifies all the reduce tasks of a downstream job the
correct number of maps. These reduce tasks can then
enter the sort and the reduce phases for execution
after copying all the intermediate data.
Fig. 4 illustrates this pipeline process. As we will see later in
the experiments, the pipelining optimization improves the
execution time of data intensive jobs significantly, especially
for iterative data processing applications like PageRank.
iv) How to Ensure the Execution Correctness of the Downstream Job?
This can be separated into two parts: map correctness and
reduce correctness. To ensure map correctness, we should
ensure we will not miss any map inputs or add different map
tasks that process the same input. To ensure this, we keep a
current processed block pointer for each output task in the
upstream jobs (shown in Fig. 4). Each time we increase the
pointer, we will add a map task for all the downstream jobs.
The pointer will never be decreased so that we can ensure
each map task in a downstream job processes a different data
block. Since each time the pointer will only move at most a
data block length, we can ensure all the data blocks have been
processed. To ensure reduce correctness, we first limit all the
reduce tasks in the downstream jobs to the shuffle phase.
They cannot enter the sort and the reduce phases until they
receive the correct number of map outputs.
For those downstream jobs which have “hard dependent”
upstream jobs, we will not pipeline the data blocks between
their “hard dependent” upstream jobs and them since the
whole outputs of their “hard dependent” upstream jobs may
be read by each map task in these downstream jobs. Instead,
we wait for the completion of all of their “hard dependent”
upstream jobs. We will not add these downstream jobs to the
schedulable job list until all of their “hard dependent”
upstream jobs complete and all of their other upstream jobs
enter the output phase. It is also reasonable to ignore these
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“hard dependencies” when considering pipeline between
dependent jobs since this kind of dependent data are nearly
always small and therefore will not dramatically impact the
job execution time.
v) How to Provide Fault Tolerance for this Pipeline
Mechanism?
With our new job pipeline mechanism, the map tasks in a
downstream job will first read the output data from the temporary directory of an upstream job. Those map tasks and the
re-executed map tasks (e.g., failed or slow tasks) will experience read errors when the temporary data are moved to their
final destinations later. To tackle this problem, we implement
a new hard link feature into HDFS to allow multiple inodes
(metadata structure in file systems which stores all the information about a file object, such as ownership, creation time,
data block locations, etc.) to point to the same data blocks.
When the reduce task finishes, we create a hard link file in the
destination directory to point to the file in the temporary
directory. The basic semantics of a hard link is that multiple
files (including the original file and the linked files) share the
same data block information. The shared data blocks will not
be deleted if there are any files referencing them. By doing so,
we can avoid the read errors in the map tasks of the downstream jobs caused by the migration of the temporary data.
The temporary data of a job will be finally deleted when all of
its downstream jobs complete. Moreover, when an output
task in the upstream job fails, the temporary output data of
this task will not be deleted at once. Instead, they will be kept
until the temporary directory of the job is removed. We will
not generate new map tasks for the downstream jobs until the
current write point of the new reduce task has caught up with
the current processed block point and assign new map tasks
using the new temporary output data.
To support hard links in HDFS, we add a series of hard
link interfaces which include create, update, delete, and du
operations. We give the hard link files the same permission
as the source file. In addition, we also modify the FSImage
save and restore operations to add the hard link information
into the file system metadata image so that the HDFS can
restore from failures successfully. The implementation
details are outside the scope of this paper.
After solving the five questions above, we successfully
parallelize the output phase of an upstream job and the map
phase of a downstream job to offer new execution overlapping between dependent jobs. This job pipeline mechanism
can take full advantage of not only the computing resources
in the cluster but also the file cache of the operating system
by consuming the output data as soon as it is produced. The
reason why we still force the output data to be written to the
HDFS is that redoing previous jobs is very expensive compared to just redoing some map tasks in the inter-job data
pipeline mechanism. In order to provide fault tolerance and
high data availability at a low cost, we write each data block
to the HDFS before pipelining it to the downstream jobs.

3.3 Job Scheduling in PISCES
With our innovative job pipeline mechanism between
dependent jobs, the job scheduling in MapReduce can be further improved by taking data flow information and the pipeline feature into consideration. Instead of scheduling jobs in
the higher level softwares, such as Pig, we implement our
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Fig. 5. Scheduling problem definition.

PISCES job scheduling directly into the MapReduce framework. The reason is that we can get some detailed job execution information easily and take advantage of the innovative
job pipeline mechanism among dependent jobs. Such information is difficult to obtain at the higher level softwares.
Moreover, this architecture allows our job scheduling
method to be widely used in a variety of softwares, such as
Pig, Cloud9 [19], Mahout [20] and even user defined job
groups. Users can define their applications across different
softwares without worrying about how to arrange them. Job
scheduling in PISCES consists of the following steps:





A user submits a group of jobs with the same workflow
ID into PISCES. PISCES modifies the interface of job
submission to allow jobs to be submitted in parallel.
PISCES dispatches these jobs to the same application
master. After receiving the submission of the jobs, the
application master updates the job dependency DAG
and estimates the job execution time for these jobs.
Whenever there are enough free resources in the system and the current job running queue is empty, the
job scheduler will choose a new job for running
using a critical chain model described later.

3.3.1 Scheduling Problem Definition
We first formalize our job scheduling problem as follows.
Suppose we have n jobs to be scheduled. Job i contains Mi
map tasks and Ri reduce tasks. Its average execution time is
TiM for a map task and TiR for a reduce task. We define a
DAG G ¼ <V; E> , where each vertex in V represents a job
(jV j ¼ n). The directed edge <u; v> 2 E if and only if job v
is dependent on the output of job u. The MapReduce system
S consists of multiple workers with s slots (minimal
resource unit required by a task) in total. A workable scheduling scheme for job dependency graph G can be expressed
as a list of job vertexes: j1 ; j2 ; . . . ; jn , which satisfies the
dependency property. The definition is shown in Fig. 5. The
goal of our job scheduling is to provide an execution order
of jobs to maximize the parallelism of the system and minimize the total execution time for all jobs.
The optimization of job scheduling is a NP hard problem
no matter what policy is used to schedule tasks within a job.

In the simplest case where each job contains only one map
task and there is no dependency among the jobs, the job
scheduling problem is equivalent to the job shop scheduling
problem in the literature which has been shown to be NPcomplete [21]. Moreover, new jobs with the same workflow
ID can be submitted dynamically, which will cause the job
dependency DAG changing all the time. Meanwhile, unexpected events can happen in real systems, for example, the
straggler tasks[1] caused by system failures or resource
competition among the tasks. If we allow the speculative
execution to backup those straggler tasks, it will affect the
optimal solution. Therefore, we simplify the job scheduling
problem in the following two ways:



We separate job scheduling from task scheduling
within a job and only make decision on the job execution order.
Instead of calculating the optimal solution at the beginning and then schedule jobs accordingly, we use an
iterative method to get the job scheduling list so that
our model can meet the requirements of dynamic job
submissions and tolerate the uncertainty during real
execution. We invoke our scheduling algorithm whenever there are free slots in the system and the current
job running queue is empty. During each iteration, we
sort all the schedulable pending jobs and choose the
most appropriate one to join the running job list.

3.3.2 Estimate Job Execution Time
After the submission of a group of jobs, we first need to estimate the runtime for each job in order to decide how to schedule them. Although there has already been some work
focusing on how to dynamically estimate the completion time
of a job during its execution[22], [23], [24], they cannot meet
our scheduling requirement: the execution time of all jobs
should be estimated before running. Estimating the execution
time for a new job is very difficult since it is impacted by multiple factors. The following is a list of such factors:


the problem the job is solving and the implementation
complexity: Different MapReduce algorithms and different implementations play the decisive role for job
execution time.
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the input and output data scale: In general, the job execution time is also related to the input and the output
data sizes. For fixed cluster resources, the more data
to be processed, the longer time it will take to execute the job.
 the distribution of the input data: In large scale data
processing applications, data distribution determines the complexity of computation and the output
data scale [25]. For example, the join of two tables
with uniform distribution is much faster than the
join of two tables with Zipf distribution even when
the data scale of the latter is smaller. The reason is
the join of tables with Zipf distribution are more
likely to generate uneven reduce load and increase
the scale of the output data exponentially.
How can we determine the complexity of a program?
The simplest solution is to let the users provide it for us.
However, this will cause a loss of transparency and difficulty for the user. Another solution is to use the existing
code library to check for the code reuse [26] for those commonly used MapReduce applications. This solution seems
more reasonable. However, it can only be applied for a limited number of applications. For those user defined applications, it cannot provide proper estimations.
How can we get the input and output data scale? The input
and output data scale is determined by the data set. Different
data sets will result in different output data scales although
they may have the same input data size. For example, joining
two tables will result in no output when there are no identical
keys. It can also result in a large scale output when the records
in these tables share the same key. Therefore, it is hard for us
to judge the input and output data scale.
How can we obtain the distribution of the input data?
There are several previous approaches launching some prerun sampling jobs to collect the data distribution statistics.
They can then make a balanced partition decision according
to the estimated data distribution [10], [27], [28]. However,
these pre-run sampling jobs will bring too much overhead
and can only be used in some special applications whose
intermediate keys are the same as the input keys, such as
join, sort, etc..
Since all of the three factors above are difficult to estimate,
we cannot make an accurate estimation of job runtime. Moreover, the only information we can get before the job execution
is the job configuration, its binary execution code and its input
data size. Then how should we estimate the job execution
time? We notice that some real world applications with large
data scale often run periodically when the input data changes
or when new data arrives. Such kind of applications include
log analysis, database operations, machine learning, data mining, etc.. RoPE [15] has observed that these recurring jobs have
accounted for 40.32 percent of all jobs and 39.71 percent of all
cluster hours. Since the program complexity is the same for
the same job and the data distribution will not change too
much for the same application, we believe that the execution
speed and the ratio between the input and output size will not
change too much for the same recurring application, either.
PISCES makes use of this property by building a job history
database to record the execution information of each job. This
information is then used to estimate the execution time of the
recurring jobs. We use job name to separate the different kinds
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of jobs since once the application code is written, the name of
the application will not be changed generally.
In order to estimate the runtime for a job and the input data
size of its downstream jobs, the metrics we need to predict for
each job are the processing speed of each phase in map and reduce
tasks (the ratio between the input data size and the duration of
a phase) and the output data size. Popescu et al. [29] have
observed that there are strong correlations between input
data size and output data size, and between input data size
and processing speed. They use uni-variate linear regression
model (UVLR) to estimate the runtime and the output data
size according to the input size, which can achieve less than
25 percent runtime prediction errors for 90 percent of predictions. However, we notice that the execution time of reduce
tasks and the output data size can be super-linear correlated
with the input data size. For example, the reduce computational complexity of the self-join application is Oðn2 Þ. Therefore, we use a novel regression model called locally weighted
linear regression [17] to make the estimation. Instead of using
the whole observation set, LWLR estimates the target y at x
only using the q observations whose xi values are closest to x
and weights these q observations according to their distance
from x. That means we give those observations whose input
data size are closed to the current input data size higher
weight in the estimation. Moreover, in order to make accurate
estimation, we always prefer those latest observations since
they represent the current state of the system. Therefore, the
weight we use for the observation ðyi ; xi Þ is
(
wi ðxÞ ¼

1
rankðdðx;xi ÞÞþtimeðx;xi Þ ;

rankðdðx; xi ÞÞ  q

0;

otherwise

(1)

where rankðdðx; xi ÞÞ represents the rank of the distance
between observation xi and x (long distance has large rank
value), timeðx; xi Þ represents the difference between current
observation id and observation id i. We only weight the q
observations whose xi values are closest to x. According to
our weight function, we can easily find that observations
that are close to x in both time and distance will obtain high
weight in the estimation. As we will see later in the experiments, our novel estimation model can achieve about
90 percent precision in both linear and super-linear applications after a few runs.
To estimate the runtime of a group of dependent jobs, the
first step is to estimate the input data size for each job. For
those jobs whose input data are ready, we can easily obtain
their input data size and estimate the runtime of each phase
and output data size using our novel LWLR model. For those
jobs whose input data have not been produced yet, we first
estimate their input data sizes according to the output data
sizes of their dependent jobs, and then use the input data size
to estimate the runtime of each phase and output data size.
When a job has no execution history, we use the average value
of all existing jobs to estimate its runtime of each phase and
output data size since we cannot get any other information.
Generally speaking, a typical MapReduce job includes a
large number of map tasks and several reduce tasks. Each map
task contains two phases: a map phase and a combine phase,
while each reduce task contains three phases: shuffle, sort, and
reduce. We can estimate the job execution time as follows:
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Tjob ¼ Rmap  ðT ðMapÞ þ T ðCombineÞÞ
þ Rreduce  ðT ðShuffleÞ þ T ðSortÞ þ T ðReduceÞÞ;

(2)

where T ðXÞ represents the execution time of the X phase.
Rmap and Rreduce represent the number of rounds of the Map
and the Reduce tasks, respectively.
Note that in the existing MapReduce framework, when a
certain percentage of map tasks have completed (e.g., 5 to
10 percent in Hadoop), the shuffle phase of reduce tasks can
start copying its data from the map tasks. In other words,
the shuffle phase can be executed in parallel to the map
tasks. In practice, the shuffle phase of the first round reduce
tasks typically finishes around the same time as the map
tasks. For the remaining rounds of reduce tasks, since all
map tasks have completed, the shuffle phase can be executed very quickly. Therefore, we can ignore the shuffle
time and simplify the equation as follows:
Tjob ¼ Rmap  ðT ðMapÞ þ T ðCombineÞÞ
þ Rreduce  ðT ðSortÞ þ T ðReduceÞÞ:

(3)

Moreover, if a job has several rounds to execute the map
or the reduce tasks, we can consider the system as running at
full capacity (i.e., no free slots) except the last round. Therefore, we only need to consider the execution time of the map
or the reduce tasks in the last round when making scheduling decisions. Our goal is to avoid the substantial decrease of
the system parallelism when the number of tasks in the last
round is small and their execution time is long. We schedule
the critical job chain with the longest total last round runtime
first so that we can have more choices to fill up the blanks in
these last rounds. For this reason, we use the execution time
of the map and the reduce tasks in the last round to represent
the execution time of the job
Tjob ¼ T ðMapÞ þ T ðCombineÞ þ T ðSortÞ þ T ðReduceÞ: (4)
Furthermore, with our innovative job pipeline optimization, the map tasks of a job can be executed in parallel with
the output tasks in the upstream jobs. Therefore, either the
execution time of reduce task in the upstream job or the execution time of map task in the downstream job needs to be calculated in our job scheduling. We modify the estimation of the
job execution time accordingly. We divide Tjob into two parts.
Tjob
Tjob

map

reduce

¼ T ðMapÞ þ T ðCombineÞ
¼ T ðSortÞ þ T ðReduceÞ:

(5)

3.3.3 Job Scheduling Algorithm
After estimating the job execution time for each submitted
job, we can make a job scheduling decision to determine
which job runs first whenever there are free slots in the system and the current job running queue is empty. PISCES
uses the modified Critical Path Method (CPM) [30] to schedule a group of jobs with dependencies. The goal of the Critical Path Method is to differentiate the critical activities
which affect the progress of the project from those non-critical activities which can be delayed without making the project longer. Then it mainly optimizes the critical activities
during its scheduling decision. We redefine the critical path
as the job chain that has the longest total last round task
runtime. We run the schedulable jobs in the critical chains
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first when there are free slots in the system so that we can
have more choices to fill up the blanks in these last rounds.
The input of our scheduling algorithm are a group of jobs
and their dependency DAG G ¼ <V; E> , and the estimated
task execution time for each job. Suppose that there are n
jobs in the graph G (i.e., jV j ¼ n) and that the estimated execution time of map and reduce task in job i is Tjob map ðiÞ and
Tjob reduce ðiÞ. We add a new virtual source vertex s
(Tjob map ðsÞ ¼ Tjob reduce ðsÞ ¼ 0) and a directed edge from s
to each vertex whose incoming degree is zero. We also add
a new virtual sink vertex t (Tjob map ðtÞ ¼ Tjob reduce ðtÞ ¼ 0)
and a directed edge from each vertex whose outgoing
degree is zero to t.
We order the new graph G into a list by using a topological sort. Then we calculate the earliest start time for each job
(we consider the start time of sort and reduce phases in job i
as the start time of job i) in the list as follows:
bðiÞ ¼ max fbðjÞ þ maxfTjob
< j;i > 2E

reduce ðjÞ; Tjob map ðiÞgg;

(6)

where the boundary condition is bðsÞ ¼ 0. The meaning of
this equation is that the earliest start time of a downstream
job is equal to the maximum value of the earliest finish time
of all its upstream jobs, because a downstream job cannot
enter the sort and the reduce phases until its last upstream
job complete. The earliest finish time of a job can be calculated by the sum of its earliest start time and its execution
time. Here we consider the execution time of an upstream
job as the duration between the start of its reduce stage and
the completion of the map stage in the current downstream
job since these two stages will be executed overlapped and
cannot be calculated twice.
Then we calculate the latest finish time for each job in
inverse topological sequence as follows:
eðiÞ ¼

min feðjÞ  Tjob

< i;j > 2E

 maxf0; Tjob

reduce ðjÞ

map ðjÞ

 Tjob

reduce ðiÞgg;

(7)

where the boundary condition is eðtÞ ¼ bðtÞ. This means that
the latest finish time of an upstream job is equal to the minimum value of the latest start time of all its downstream
jobs, because it should not delay any of its downstream
jobs. The latest start time of a job is calculated according to
its latest finish time and its execution time. Here the execution time of a downstream job contains two parts: its reduce
execution time and the extra map execution time after the
completion of the current upstream job.
We define those jobs which satisfy the condition
bðiÞ þ Tjob reduce ðiÞ ¼ eðiÞ as the critical jobs. Since the jobs in
the critical chain may affect the system parallelism, we give
them higher priority during scheduling so that we can have
more choices to fill up the blanks. There may be multiple
critical chains in the DAG in which case the schedulable job
list may contain multiple critical jobs. For example, for the
job dependency DAG in Fig. 6, Table 2 shows the calculation of its critical chains. From the table we can see that job 1
and job 3 are both critical and schedulable jobs. In this case,
we schedule the job with the shortest execution time first
(i.e., job 1). The rationale is to minimize the influence due to
inaccurate execution time estimation and the uncertainty
during actual execution.
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TABLE 2
Critical Chain Calculation
Tjob map ðiÞ
Tjob reduce ðiÞ
bðiÞ
eðiÞ

4)

Fig. 6. Example of a job dependency DAG.

One problem of the job scheduling method is starvation:
since new jobs are submitted to the system continuously, early
jobs that are never in the critical chain will be delayed forever.
To tackle this problem, we take the job priority into consideration when making scheduling decision. The priorities of the
submitted jobs are increased automatically as time goes by.
During job scheduling, we first pick the jobs with the highest
priority as the scheduling candidates and then use the CPM
method to choose one for running. A user can also increase
the priority of some jobs if they are urgent to be executed.
As we will see later in the experiments, PISCES can
make significant improvement in not only the application execution time but also the resource utilization of
the system.

4

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our PISCES
system. Here is a highlight of our findings:
1)

2)

3)

PISCES can run data intensive iterative applications
much faster than the original MapReduce system. It
improves the system parallelism by 31 percent and
runs application 41 percent faster (Section 4.2).
PISCES can schedule a group of jobs more effectively.
It increases the degree of system parallelism by up to
68 percent and improves the execution speed of the
PigMix application by up to 52 percent (Section 4.3).
PISCES can make effective use of system resources
such as the file cache of the operating system (Section
4.3) and deal with “hard dependency” among jobs
well (Section 4.4).

s
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0
0
0
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1
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t
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PISCES can estimate the task execution time and output data size according to the job history accurately.
The precision can reach above 80 percent in general
(Section 4.5).

4.1 Experiment Environment
We set up our experiments on a Hadoop cluster with 30
nodes on 15 servers. Each server has dual-Processors
(2.4 GHz Intel Xeon E5620 with 8 physical cores), 24 GB of
memory, and two 150 GB disks. They are connected by 1
Gbps Ethernet and controlled by the OpenStack Cloud
Operating System [31]. We use the KVM virtualization software [32] to construct two virtual machines on each server.
Each virtual machine is of medium size with two virtual
cores, 4 GB memory and 30 GB disk space. We configure the
memory capacity for each worker node to 3 GB. The memory usages for each map and reduce task are 1 and 2 GB,
respectively. Other configurations we use for HDFS, Yarn
and MapReduce are the default configurations except as
otherwise noted. We evaluate PISCES in the following three
kinds of applications:




Fig. 7. Job execution time (left) and parallelism of the system (right) in PageRank.

Data-intensive iterative application: We use PageRank
[2] as the data-intensive iterative application. PageRank is the best-known link analysis algorithm
used in the web search area. It assigns a numerical
weight (rank) to each vertex in a hyperlinked document graph by iteratively aggregating the weights
from its incoming neighbors. We apply it to the free
ClueWeb09 web graph full dataset [33]. The total
input data size is about 30 GB.
Database operations: We use the PigMix2 benchmark
[34] which is a set of queries used to test pig performance as the database applications. This benchmark
contains some most commonly used operations, such
as select, count, group, join, union, etc. We run it on a
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certain amount of output data. As a result, we can take full
advantage of the resources in the system during the execution. The average and the standard deviation (stdev) of
resource usage among all virtual machines are shown in
Fig. 10. As we can see from the figure, PISCES makes more
effective use of resources (e.g., CPU).

Fig. 8. Job dependency DAG.

data set of 80 GB. The queries we used are the combination of some simple queries.
 Machine Learning application with hard dependency: We
use Naive Bayes example in Mahout [20] as the
machine learning application. Naive Bayes algorithm
is a simple classifier based on Bayes theorem which
assumes the features have strong independence with
each other. In Mahout example, it is used to classify
20 news groups for the 45 MB news data set.
We execute each test case at least three times and take
their average value. We compare PISCES with Hadoop
and PIG. We take the total execution time of the job
group and the parallelism of the system as our primary
metrics to measure the effectiveness of our PISCES
system.

4.2 Data-Intensive Iterative Application
To demonstrate the advantage of the pipeline optimization
in PISCES, we run the PageRank application ten iterations.
The execution time of each iteration and the parallelism of
the system is shown in Fig. 7. From the figure we can see
that the degree of parallelism in PISCES is 31 percent higher
than that in Hadoop. The execution speed in our system is
41 percent faster than that in Hadoop. Moreover, we can see
that PISCES decreases the interval between each iteration.
This is because the map phase of a downstream job can be
started much earlier when its upstream job has generated a

4.3 Database Operations
To evaluate how PISCES can do better in job scheduling
than PIG, we run the PigMix2 benchmark with 80 GB data.
The dependency DAG of the job group is shown in Fig. 8.
The execution time of each job and the parallelism of the
system is shown in Fig. 9. From the figure, we find that the
improvement of PISCES is significant: the execution speed
in PISCES is 52 percent faster than that in PIG. Even without
pipeline optimization, PISCES can run 22 percent faster than
PIG. The degree of system parallelism (measured by the
number of concurrent running tasks) in PISCES is 68 percent higher than in PIG.
Interestingly, the figure shows that some downstream
jobs run substantially faster in PISCES than in PIG. An
example is job 6 (colored blue) in the figure. To understand
the reason, we collect the resource usage statistics of the
system using vmstat tool every three seconds. The average
and the standard deviation (stdev) of resource usage among
all virtual machines are shown in Fig. 11. From the CPU
and I/O usage figures, we can see that at around 300 seconds, the average CPU usage and I/O bandwidth are very
high while the stdev is low, which means PISCES can make
more effective use of CPU resource and I/O bandwidth.
From the swap usage figure, we can see that at around 300
and 600 seconds, there are two swap peaks in PIG. The reason that PIG needs more swap operations is that the
upstream job and the downstream job in PIG are not scheduled next to each other. Therefore, it cannot take advantage
of the file cache of the operating system. In contrast, in
PISCES as soon as an output data block of an upstream job
is written to the file system, it can be executed by the map
task of a downstream job. This allows PISCES to take full
advantage of the file cache.

Fig. 9. Job execution time (left) and parallelism of the system (right) in PigMix.
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Fig. 10. Resource usage of the system in PageRank.

Moreover, the figure shows that the pipeline optimization
not only improves the performance of PISCES but also optimizes its job scheduling decisions. Without pipelining,
PISCES schedules job 2 (colored green) first after job 4 (colored purple) while with pipelining it schedules job 5 (colored
yellow) first. This is more desirable since job 5 is on the critical chain. The reason for this difference is the following: Job 4
released some free slots at around 100 seconds as some (but
not all) of its reduce tasks complete. Without pipelining,
PISCES cannot issue job 5 at this moment because job 4
(which it depends on) has not yet entirely finished. In contrast, with pipelining PISCES can initiate job 5 since job 4 has
already produced a certain amount of output data.

Fig. 11. Resource usage of the system in PigMix.

4.4 Machine Learning Application
To demonstrate the effectiveness of PISCES in machine
learning applications with “hard dependency”, we run the
Naive Bayes application in Mahout. The execution time of
each job is shown in Fig. 12. From the figure, we can see that
in Naive Bayes application, even through there exist some
hard dependencies between the jobs, we can still achieve
30 percent improvement on the execution speed.
4.5 Accuracy of Prediction
As described in Section 3.3.2, we use the locally weighted
linear regression model to estimate the runtime of the
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Fig. 12. Job execution time in Naive Bayes application.

submitted jobs. To evaluate how accurate our predictions
are, we first run the PigMix2 benchmark with 30 random
data sizes. For each data size, we run L1 to L17 pig scripts
(most of which are input size and runtime linear-correlated
applications) and then calculate the average precision of the
execution time and the output size estimations. The result is
shown in the left-hand side of Fig. 13. From the figure, we
can see that the precision of both uni-variate linear regression and locally weighted linear regression can reach above
80 percent after a few runs. To demonstrate the precision of
the predictions for the super-linear applications, we run the
self-join application with 30 random data sizes (each data
set is uniformly distributed). The result is shown in the right
of Fig. 13. From the result, we can see that the precision of
our LWLR model can reach above 90 percent after a few
runs. However, the precision of reduce time and the output
size in UVLR model are much worse than that in our
LWLR. It can result in poor prediction accuracy even after
many runs. The reason is that uni-variate linear regression
cannot deal with super-linear applications well.

5

RELATED WORK

Scheduling is a common and important problem in the distributed and parallel computing area. In MapReduce, it can
be divided into two categories: fine-grain task scheduling and
coarse-grain job scheduling. For fine-grain task scheduling,
there are several prior studies attempting to provide special
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strategies for multiple purposes. Fair Scheduling [10] focuses
on the fairness among the users. Capacity Scheduling [10]
supports the fairness and resource-intensive jobs. Quincy [7]
and Delay Scheduling [8] consider the tradeoff between fairness and data locality. The approach in [6] focuses on prioritizing the users, the stages and the bottleneck components by
dynamically configuring the priority of different phases. Multiple resource scheduling [35] studies heterogeneous resource
demands and the fairness among the users. LATE [24], Mantri
[36], and MCP [23] tackle stragglers. All of the above
approaches only consider how to schedule tasks within a job.
Since MapReduce itself does not support the dependency
analysis among the jobs, these approaches use only the simplest queue based FIFO strategy to schedule jobs.
In order to make MapReduce support complex queries,
there are several approaches providing easy-to-use SQL like
languages to simplify the programming of MapReduce and
generating multi-job workloads. For example, Pig [9] for
Apache Hadoop, Scope [11] for Microsoft Dryad, and
Tenzing [13] for Google MapReduce use traditional query
optimization strategies from the database area to transform a
query into an internal parse tree and then translate the tree
directly to a physical job execution plan by traversing the tree
in a bottom-up fashion. These approaches provide a simple
coarse-grain job scheduling to satisfy the dependency relationship among multiple jobs at a higher level than MapReduce. Therefore, they cannot schedule jobs according to the
detailed job execution information or take advantage of the
general job pipeline mechanism between dependent jobs.
There are also multiple work focusing on optimizing the
coarse-grain job scheduling for these multi-job workloads.
HiveQL [14], YSmart [37], MRShare [38], Starfish [39], RoPE
[15] and Stubby [40] all use a series of hand-crafted rules to
further optimize the job execution plans. HiveQL performs
multiple passes over the logical plan using some optimization rules. For example, it combines multiple joins that share
the same join key into a single multi-way join, provides
repartition operators for some MapReduce operators, and
puts predicates closer to the table scan operators in order to
cut away columns early and minimize the amount of data
transferred between jobs. YSmart translates queries based
on four job primitive types: selection-projection, aggregation, join and sort. It then merges the MapReduce jobs
according to their primitives to minimize the total number

Fig. 13. The accuracy of job runtime estimation in linear (left) and super-linear applications (right).
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of jobs. MRShare merges the similar jobs into a group and
evaluates each group as a single job based on a cost model.
Starfish provides only a cost-based configuration optimization for a group of jobs. RoPE [15] adapts execution plans
based on estimates of code and data properties. It collects
properties at many locations in each single pass over data,
matches statistics across sub-graphs and adapts execution
plans by interfacing with a query optimizer. For instance, it
can coalesce operations with little data into a single physical
operation, reorder commutative operations so that the more
selective operation (one with a lower output to input ratio)
runs first, and re-optimize future invocations for recurring
jobs. Stubby is a cost-based optimizer that provides vertical
packing (converting some special jobs into Map-only jobs
and merging Map-only jobs with previous jobs), horizontal
packing (just like MRShare), partition function (just like
HiveQL and RoPE) and configuration transformations (just
like RoPE and Starfish) to optimize the execution plan for a
group of jobs. These rule-based approaches focus only on
how to simplify and optimize a job execution plan and care
less about the real execution of the plan. This is because they
work at a higher level in the software stack than MapReduce
and thus do not have access to detailed job execution information. Therefore, they cannot accurately estimate job execution time and figure out the critical chain in a series of jobs.
Moreover, they cannot take advantage of the general job execution overlapping among dependent jobs for the underlying MapReduce system knows little dependency
information among jobs. However, our PISCES is implemented in the MapReduce framework. Therefore, we can
further improve the real execution of the optimized job execution plan by overlapping the output phase of the upstream
jobs and the map phase of the downstream jobs, estimating
the accurate execution time for all jobs, and running the critical jobs preferentially. FlowFlex [16] provides a theoretical
malleable scheduling for multi-job workloads. However, the
fixed amount of work unit for each job in its model is hard to
measure in the real computing environment. Additionally, it
is hard to add our new overlapping feature of dependent
jobs into its theoretical scheduling model.
MapReduce Online [3] and HPMR [4] provide intermediate data pipelining between the map and the reduce stages in
a job in order to adjust their load dynamically. They do not
support the kind of parallelism in execution among dependent jobs the way we do. MapReduce Online supports online
aggregation by applying the reduce function to the partial
map intermediate data received so far, generating an intermediate output snapshot (different from the final output), and
pipelining the intermediate output snapshot to the downstream job for execution. It will generate many intermediate
output snapshots for each job on different percentage of the
map intermediate data. Each time a new intermediate output
snapshot is generated, it will re-execute all the downstream
jobs. This is quite different from our pipeline mechanism. In
fact, MapReduce Online cannot save the total execution time
of the group of jobs because when the final intermediate output snapshot (i.e., the final output) of an upstream job is generated, all the downstream jobs still need to be re-executed.
For iterative applications, Haloop [41] provides an
extension for MapReduce to support multiple stages in a
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job instead of the original map and reduce two stages
and does loop-aware task scheduling by adding a variety
of caching mechanisms. It is quite different from our
optimization. We can add our data pipeline mechanism
into Haloop to further improve the efficiency of the
system.

6

CONCLUSION

Job scheduling is essential to the multi-job applications in
MapReduce. This paper has presented PISCES, a system
that implements an innovative pipeline optimization among
dependent jobs and a critical chain job scheduling model in
an existing MapReduce system to minimize the application
execution time and maximize resource utilization and
global efficiency of the system. PISCES extends the MapReduce framework to allow scheduling for multiple jobs with
dependencies by building a dependency DAG for the running job group dynamically. It innovatively overlaps the
output phase of the upstream jobs and the map phase of the
downstream jobs, accurately estimates the job execution
time based on detailed historical information, and effectively schedules multiple jobs based on a critical job chain
model. Performance evaluation demonstrates that the
improvement of PISCES is significant and that PISCES can
make effective use of system resources such as the file cache
of the operating system.
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